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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper will analyse, from the general point of view

of transformational theory,
1
.the grammar of interrogative

sentences in American English and Mandarin Chinese. The English

is the dialect of the writer, which is the standard Midwestern

variety. The information concerning Chinese was taken from

several informants who, though not all native speakers of

Mandarin, are fluent in the general Northern dialect of Chinese

spoken around Peking,

Roughly speaking, several types of questions may be recog-

nized in each language. Both languages have interrogative word

questions containing words such as who and what in English, and

the equivalents sh4i and shenine in Chinese.
2 Both languages

have disjunctive questions such as:

1) Are you going to the library or aren't you?
NI ciao tushugula qu haishi bu qu?
You to library go or not go?

2) Are you going to see a movie or are you going
sboiline
Ni qu kan dianying haishi qu mai angxi?
You go see movie or go buy things?

Chinese has a particular type of positive-negative disjunctive

question called "A-not-Pquestions.3 For example:

3) Are you busy
Ni mang bu mang?
You busy not busy?
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper will analyse9 from the general point of view

of transfcrmational theory,
1
the grammar of interrogative

sentences in American Ehglish and Mandarin Chinese, The English

is the dialect of the writer, which is the standard Midwestern

variety. The information concerning Chinese was taken from

several informants who, though not all native speakers of

Mandarin, are fluent in the general Northern dialect of Chinese

spoken around Peking,

Roughly speaking9 several types of questions may be recog-

nized in each language. Both languages have interrogative word

questions containing words such as who and what, in English, and

the equivalents shei and shy in Chinese.2 Both languages

have disjunctive questions such as:

1) Are you going !;o the library or aren't you?
NI dao tushuguan qu haishi bu qu?
You to library go or not go?

2) Are you going to see a movie or are you going
s#orTinf? . Y /. % v 40.

Ni qu kan diany2ng haishi qu mai dongxi?
You go see movie or go buy things?

Chinese has a particular type of positive-negative disjunctive

question called "A-not-rquestions. 3 For example:

3) Are you busy?
Ni mang bu mang?
You busy not busy?
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which the Chinese equivalent is the particle question, usually

containing the interrogative particle ma (0,j ).

English has what are sometimes called "yes-no" questions, for

4) Did he come?
Ti 14i le ma?
He coma ASPECT MA?

In addition, there are at leaat three other types of

question in each language. These are tag, negative and emphatic

questions. Examples of the first two are:

5) You're going home now, aren't you?
NI xiinati hui jii, shi bu
You now return home, is nut is?

6) Aren't you going home now?
Ni xitInzai bu hui jii ma?
You now not return home MA?

(It will be noted later that the Chinese tag question is gram-

matically different from the English.) In both languages, sev-

ctral different parts of a question may receive emphasis in an

emphatic question. This type of question is interesting and

important, but it will not be treated here.

What follows will be a discussion of the various syntactic

and semantic problems which have come to light during the gram-

matical analysis of these interrogative sentences. Following

certain very recent developments in the theory of grammar,
4

an attempt will be made to show the interrelationships between

the syntactic and semantic components of that part of the

grammar which is concerned with interrogation. In working with

interrogation, one is led very naturally into areas of the
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grammar other than interrogative sentences. Problems of this

sort will be at least touched upon as they arise.



II. QUESTION WORD QUESTIONS

In both English and Chinese, question-word questions

(sometimes referred to as WH- questions in English and SH-

questions in Chinese) are those in which some particular gram-

matical constituent is questioned. (Grammatically speaking,

a constituent is questioned when a question-marking morpheme

is attached to it. Semantically, a question means that the

speaker is asking the hearer to provide some information about

the questioned constituent.) In both languages, the "ques-

tionable constituents appear to be numerous.

ENGLISH CHINESE

who Human noun shei

what Non-human noun shenme

which Definite determiner neige

what Indefinite determiner shenme

how many Numbers liseduoshaom

where Place words RiE("11

when Time words shenme shihOu

how Adjectives and Adverbs Aimeyitng
of Manner

why Advorbs of Reason wel shenme

In previous grammars, questions containing these words

were derived by questioning some arbitrary realization of the
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relevant grammatical constituent. For example, the following

rule is given by Lees:5

Prep.) Noun (Post-nom. Mod.
X Adverb T WH- + 2 - - 3

2
rommowwwwwwwas

More are reasons for not accepting this sort of deri-

vation for WH- (or SH-) questions. Discussion of these reasons

requires consideration of various abstract and far-reaching

notions in the theory of grammar. In recent work on this sub-

ject,
6
an important distinction has been made between "deep" or

"underlying" grammatical structure and "surface" structure. The

former is the output of the base component of the grammar con-

taining context-free phrase-structure rules and the dictionary.

The latter is the output of the transformtional component,

which in this model contains only obligatory and stylistic rules,

and is the input to the phonological component. In formu-

lating a conception of grammar which incorporates both syntactic

and semantic information, one must consider the problem which of

the set of phrase-markera assigned to a particular string the

mechanism of the semantic component will operate on.

There are convincing arguments, 7
for requiring that semen-

tic rules operate exclusively on underlying p-markers. There

are pairs of sentences, no doubt in every language, whose under-

lying structures are the same or similar but whose surface

structure is quite different, and, on the other hand, there are

pairs of sentences which are superficially similar but basically

quite different. An active sentence and its corresponding

IIMERS.MIFIW, 4.17r-
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passive in English offer an example of the first type; ambi-

guities such as:

Visiting relatives can be a nuisance
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provide an illustration of the second type. If we consider

only the surface structure of such sentences, we find no good

way of representing, for example, the fact that in the sentences:

The drunk saw a pink elephant

and:

A pink elephant was seen by the drunk

"a pink elephant" is the object of the verb "to see," even

though in the second sentence it appears to be the grammatical

subject. However, if we obtain our semantic interpretation of

the second sentence from its underlying To-marker, this verb-

object relationship is discerned and fact that the second

sentence is a paraphrase of the first fol.Lows automatically.

Further evidence for this concept4.on of the operation of seman-

tic rules is provided by the grammatical operations of permu-

tation, deletion and adjunction.

In a transformational rule to produce WH- questions such

as the one cited above, a question-marking morpheme WH- is

adjoined to the constituent to be "questioned" and this con-

stituent is moved to the front of the sentence
8 Thus sentences

such as "He went" or:

The man we saw sitting next to Mrs. Jones at the con-

cert last Thursday evening came to dinner

will by application of this rule become "Who went?" and "Who

fr
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came to dinner?" Now these two pairs of declarative and

corresponding interrogative sentences have the same underlying

phrase-markers, those of the declarative sentences. The deri-

vational "historyi' of the two interrogative sentences contains

the question transformation rule. Therefore, in providing an

interpretation of these sentences, the semantic mechanism of the

grammar must look past the derived structure of the interro-

gative sentences to their underlying p-markers, which are the

same as those of the declarative sentences which have not under-

gone the question transformation. The semantic rules will thus

provide the same interpretation for the declarative sentences as

for the interrogative sentences. But there is obviously a dif-

ference in meaning between these two types. Therefore question

rules of the type cited above are incompatible with the require-

ment that semantic rules operate only on underlying phrase-

markers.

The fact that we are now making a serious effort to in-

corporate semantic information into the total grammar brings us

to another reason for desiring a question rule of some form

other than the one cited above. One important thing which a

theory of language must be expected to account for is the

information one may deduce from the sentences he hears. In

dealing with interrogative sentences, we must note that the

hearer of a question can deduce some information about the

opinions or beliefs of the speaker concerning the subject of the

quest...on being asked. For example, if the question is:
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Are you coming with me or aren't you?

the hearer knows that the speaker belieres (obviously but

importantly) that either it is the case that the person being

asked the question is coming with him, the speaker, or that

such is not the case, and furthermore that the speaker has no

particular feelings as to which of the two alternatives is the

correct one (Lt least, none which the hearer can discern

strictly from the form of the question). More generally, it

can be said that when a speaker asks a disjunctive question,

he believes that it is the case that one or the other of the

disjuncts is true. This is the case where the disjuncts are

a sentence and its negation, as above, and also where they are

sentences differing in ways other than negation. For example:

Did Mary or Joan go shopping?

or:

Are you going to the movie or to the drugstore?

(The disjuncts in these two questions are read with "list in-

tonation" so that the questions have the sense of "Which of the

two persons?" or "Which of the two places?" A different in-

tonation is possible for these two questions. The first one

can be read so that it asks whether it is the case that one of

the two persons, Mary or Joan, or perhaps both of them, went

shopping, or whether it is the case that neither went. Ques-

tions with this latter intonation will not be referred to as

disjunctive questions. This is indicated by the fact that the

disjunctive question cannot itself become one part of another
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disjunctive question, but the non-disjunctive question can.

Thus "Did Mary' or Joanho shopping, or not?" is not accept-

able, while "Did Maryt or Joan'' go shopping, or not?" is.

Chao 9 notes that the two interpretations of English disjunc-

tive questions such as this have different Chinese trans-

lations.)

This opinion or belief held by a speaker concerning the

topic of a question, discernible by the hearer from the form of

the question, will be referred to as the "presupposition" of

the question. (Presuppositions in non-question-word questions

can be positive, negative or neutral, of which more later.) So

we have the problem of discovering the presuppositions for

question-word questions, that is to say, when a person is asked

a question such as "Who did it?" what can he tell from the form

of the question concerning the speaker's assumptions about the

situatlen? Now it is apparent that one characteristic of plain

WH- questions (as opposed to questions like "Who did it, the

butler?") is their lack of specificity or definiteness con-

cerning the answer expected (i.e., concerning the actual seman-

tic content of the answer; there are obvious restrictions on

the grammatical structure the answer may have). Therefore, if

the question is "Who did it?" the assumption of the speaker is

that "it" was "done" by some ieefinite human being about whom

nothing is specified.4 If, to obtain the interrogative word who

we attached the question-marking morpheme WH- to some arbi-

trary noun-phrase, the semantic predictions about the presup-
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position underlying the resulting interrogative sentence will

necessarily be wrong, since the word who is by its nature

unspecific.

For these reasons we are led to look for another way of

deriving interrogative-word questions. In doing this, we must

consider a formal condition, which, according to current evi-

dence, is to be placed on transformational grammars, and which

would, in fact, be violated by a rule of the form given above.

This is the requirement of "unique recoverability," which is

discussed by ChomsXy10 and by Katz and Postal. 11 Briefly, the

requirement is that there be one, and only one, unique source

for a transformationally derived sentence (excepting, of course,

structurally ambiguous sentences). If interrogative words such

as who are derived from the attachment of the WH- morpheme to

any arbitrary noun-phrase, then an interrogative sentence such

as "Who did it?" will actually have infinitely many sources,

corresponding to the infinite number of noun-phrases in English.

(A sentence generated by such a rule has been spoken of as

being "infinitely ambiguous. "12 One :feels, however, an evident

difference between this type of "ambiguity," and the lexical

ambiguity of a word such as bank, or the structural ambiguity

of a phrase such as old men and women, where the number of

interpretations is finite. Perhaps it would be somewhat better

to use the term "unspecific" in the case of question words.

This would certainly be more revealing from the point of view

of the native speaker who might be questioned about his feelings
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concerning a sentence such as "Who did it?" He does not feel

that the meaning of this sentence is unclear, as he would for

a sentence such as "We drove up to the bank.") So, if se are

to conform to this requirement, we must find some method of

generating question-word questions such that their sources are

uniquely recoverable. We might consider the possibility of

making the interrogative words members of the constituent NP,

i.e., NP -4 who, what The primary objection to this is

that such a procedure would provide no way of narking the fact

that (some) sentences containing interrogative words are in

fact questions and not statements. There are reasons for

marking all questices by a constituent Q. If this constituent

were to be used along with a rule of the form NP -4 who, the

butler ... , a caccurrence restriction would need to be stated

so that the butler could not be chosen in the presence of Q

and who could not be chosen in its absence. Furthermore, there

are various differences in the behavior of interrogative words

and that of other noun phrases which would lead us to suppose

that they are generated differently. Interrogative words

functioning as objects are (generally) brought to the front of

the sentence and "attract" the auxiliary to them. Thus we have'

Whom did you see?

but:

You saw the mailman.

However, we do not have:

*The mailman did you see?
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or:

n,'"" 7;r7,

*The mailman you saw.

This fronting cannot simply be considered a property of a

certain subtype of noun-phrase, namely, the interrogative

words, since in some cases the moving of the question word

produces an ungrammatical sentence. For example:

It disturbed him that you did not finish reading
the book

but:

*What did it disturb him that you did not finish
reading?

In order to determine what these uniquely recoverable

sources might be for English and Mandarin, and to see what

theoretical problems arise from the differences between them,

it will be necessary to describe how the interrogative words

c,re used in the two languages.

Generally, it may be stated that, with some exceptions,

those constituents listed in the table above can be questioned,

regardless of what method we may choose to accomplish this.

Following are examples, in English and Mandarin, of interro-

gative-word questions;

7) Who asked you to dinner?
Shei cling ni chi fan?
Who ask you eat food?

8) Alatdid,you see?,
Ni kanjian le shenme?
You see ASP. what?

9) Which, book did you read?
Ni nian le na yiben shu?
You read ASP. which one-classifier book?
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10) at book did you read?
Ni nian le shenme shro
You read ASP. what book?

11) How_many pairs of chopsticks are on the table?
Zhuozi shaug you duiishao shuang
Table on exist how-many pairs chopsticks?

12) Where are you going?
NI dao nar qu?
You to where go?

13) When did he come?
Ti shenme shihou lai le?
He what time come ASP.?

14) How do you write that character?
Ni zenmeyang xig neige zl?
You how write that-classifier character?

15) How is he?
Ta zenmeyang?
He how?

16) Why do you want to study in taiwan?
N weishenme yao zai Tiiwin nian shi?
You why want IL Taiwan study book?

The grammatical functims of the question words in each

language are, of course, more varied than these few examples

indicate. Conversely, the surface structure of the examples

perhaps indicates more structural dissimilarity between the

Chinese and English sentences than is actually present. For

instance, in sentence 8), before the noun and the auxiliary

in the English sentence are shifted, tie structure is roughly

the following: You PAST + see WH- + X, which is the same as

the structure of the Chinese equivalent. The difference here

is in the transformational details required to produce the

proper surface structure, rather than in the deep structure.
13

There are, however, differences in the interrogative trans-
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formations which may be applied to other equivalent struc-

tures.
14

In English, a constituent in a relative clause can

be questioned but not "fronted." Thus:

You talked with a man from which city?

but not:

*Which city did you talk with a man from?

In Chinese, a constituent in a relative clause can be ques-

tioned in the normal way. The equivalent of this sentence

would be:

17) Ni g-en yige c6ng shenme cheng laide ren tan
le ha?
You with a-classifier from what city come-DE
man speak ASP. words?15

In English, a constituent modified by a relative clause may be

questioned, but this is apparently not the case in Chinese.

Thus:

Whom do you know who speaks Chinese?

but not:

18) *Ni renshi shu; ZhGngguo huA de shei?
You know speak Chinese language DE who?

The Chinese equivalent of this English sentence would be some-

thing like:

19) ShuO ZhEmgguo huA de, ni renshi shbi?
Speak Chinese language DE, you know who?

This, more literally translated, would be:

Of those who speak Chinese, whom do you know?

Sentences containing interrogative words can themselves

function as parts of other sentences. They may occur as the



subject of a sentence:

20) When he will,come 38 still a question.
Tit shenme shihou lei hat shi yige wenti.
He what time come still is a-classifier question.

as the indirect object of a sentence:

21) Cgn you tell me who he is?
Ni neng bu aeng gaosu w; ti shi shei?
You can not can tell me he is who?

or as the direct object of a sentence:

22) I don't know who he is.
WO bu zhidao ti shi shei.
I not know he is who.

In trying to find the proper means for deriving these

sentences, we may reconsider two points which were made before,

one semantic and one dealing with grammatical theory. The

former concerns the fact that a hearer can discern from the

form of a question its presupposition. The latter is that we

require that the derivational "history" of a sentence be

uniquely reconstructible. In discussing the concept of a pre-

supposition with regard to interrogative-word questions, it

was noted that one feature of such questions is that they are

indefinite or unspecific. Now there is in English a group of

words generally known as "indefinite pronouns." They include

someone, somethim, and so on. Thus we find that there is in

English a group of actual, realizable "words" which are a

declarative counterpart to the "indefinite" idea inherent in

interrogative-word questions. The native speaker of English

intuitively accepts the proposal that the presupposition of

the question:
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is:
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Someone did it

that the presupposition of the question:

What did you see?

is:

You sr.it something

and so on, similarly, for many interrogative-word questions.

The existence of these relationships leads us to suppose that

these "indefinite" words may be the grammatical source of the

interrogative words. The generation of question-word ques-

tions by this means would provide a unique source for these

questions and would provide a syntactic basis for the explana-

tion of the semantic notion of a presupposition as it applies

to these questions. This idea has been discussed in some

detail by Katz and Postal. 16

When we consider the same problem in Chinese, we find

that nowhere is there any such neat correspondence between the

indefinites and the interrogatives. Now, the indefinite words

in English are:- considered to be "pro-forms." The node so

labelled is found in the derivation of the indefinite words in

a manner something like the following:

Noun Phrase

oun

Indef Pro

a/some one/body
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This would yield someone or somebody. In English, the

indefinite words are the pro-forms of the elements which they

represent. In Chinese; the situation is m4frificantly dif=

ferent in that there seems to exist no group of forms readily

recognizable as "indefinites" or "pro-forms." Words which

are et least homophonous with the Chinese SH- words appear in

non-interrogative sentences. Such occurrences of these words

have an indefinite character and thus the possibility that the

actual interrogative words may be derived from them is worth

invest:.gating. These "indefinite" words appear in various

types of sentences. One common type is the "lign

construction. (The lien sometimes omitted.) This is a sort

of emphatic construction, best translated into English by

various constructions.

23) No one at all is coming.
Sheet don bu 14i.
Anyone DOU not come.

24) He doesn't read,anzthing at all.
Tg shenme d;u bu kan.
He anything DOU not read.

25) I didn't give him anything at all.
WO shenme dou mei gei ti.
I anything DOU not give him.

It should be

;hose words.

noted that this construction is not limited to

26) Even M. Li is not coming.,
Lien Li Xiansheng dau bu lai.
LIAN Li Mr. DOU not come.

27) He doesn't even read the newspaper.
Ti lien brio au bu kan.
He LIAN newspaper DOU not read.
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In the "liitn ... dOu ..." construction (and elsewhere;

see below.) shenme can be used as a sort of determiner.

28) I don't want any book at all.
wii lign shenme shit au bu ya.,
I LIAN any book DOU not want.

This construction is perhaps more common with negated verbs,

but negation is not necessary.

29) He even reads the newspaper.
Ti lien bio Cm kin.
He LIAN newspaper DOU read.

Shei, shenme and shenme plus noun can appear post-

verbally as non-interrogative words, but only in negative

sentences.

30) I don't see anyone.
WO bil kin shei.
I not see anyone.

31) He doesn't want anything.
Ta bu yao shenme.
He not want anything.

32) I don't have eiy) book(s).
WO mei yOu shenme shi.
I not have a(ny) book.

Without the negative these sentences are definitely interro-

gative.

Important for the analysis of question-word questions

is the fact that there are sentence types containing these and

other question words which may be interpreted either as ques-

tions or as statements according to the intonation pattern.

For example:

33) TOereissonthing outside. What's outside?
You yixie shenme zii waimian. (?)
Exist a-classifier something (what) in out-side.
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34) He's eating something. What is he eating?
Ti zai chi shenme dcingxi. (?)
He ASP. at some (what) thing.

In other sentences, however, these words can be inter-

preted only as interrogatives.

35) Who is outside?
Shei zai waimian?
Who in out-side?

36) What do you want?
Ni yao shenme?
You want what?

In the "liin d6u ..." sentences, on the other hand,

the SH- words are interpretable only as indefinites. In

addition, there are other types of sentences where only the

indefinite interpretation is possible.

37) I think he left with someone.
WO xieng to gin shenme ren chilqu le.
I think he with some person went-out ASP.

38) Whoever comes first will eat first.
Shei xian lei sh;i xiin chi fan.
Whoever first come whoever first eat.

39) If I see someone, I'll ask him where the
restaurant is.
WO kanjian shei, wo jiZt were to eanguAr zai
I see someone, I then ask him restaurant located
where.

40) Buy whatever is cheap.
Shenme pyanyi jiu mai shenme.
Whatever cheap then buy whatever.

The existence of the above-mentioned ambiguous sentences

might suggest the possibility that question-word questions could

be derived from corresponding indefinite sentences. However,

since there are sentences where the SH- words must be inter-

preted either as indefinites or as interrogatives, but not as
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both, this possibility would seem uneconomical, because it

would require the generation of non-existent indefinite sen-

tences in order to vroduce certain kinds of questions, and,

without complicated restrictions, would produce non-existent

questions. In addition, there are syntactic distinctions

between the SH- words as indefinites and as interrogatives.

Although these words after the existential verb Au ( )

can be interpreted either way, without the z§it they are only

interrogative. SH- words occurring with Lt-.2. "a-classifier"

are subject to either interpretation, as in:

41) Some sort of animal is outside. What sort of
animal is outside?
YOu yige shemme angwu zai waimian. (?)
Exist a-classifier some (what) animal in outside.

Those occurring after demonstratives, however, can only be

indefinite.

42) That indefinite-sort-of animal is outside.
Neige shgnme dongwu zai waimian.
That-classifier some animal in out-side.

Pertinent to this possibility is the fact that although

rgn ( IL.) and danKxi (4.E9 ) appear to have indefinite

meaning in some instances, as for example:

43) Someone came.
You yige ren lgi le.
Exist a-classifier person come ASP.

44) There is something on the table.
ZhuOzi shang ygu yige
Table on exist a-classifier thing.

the native speaker of Chinese does not give the same sort of

indefinite interpretation to other nouns. If we take yige
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ren to be a pro-form meaning someone we might

reasonably expect lagueldilm (--4:D 2 ) "a-classifier

place" to mean someplace and Age shihu ( --111V 130f ) "a-

classifier time" to mean sometime, but this is apparently not

the case. "He went somewhere" is translated:

45) Ili chiliqu le.

He go-out ASP.

and "I'll read that book sometime" as:

46) Guo xie shihou, 4 jiix kan neibgn
Pass some time, I then read that-classifier book.

The above discussion indicates that a) there is no

naturally identifiable set of indefinite words in Chinese

which can be correlated with the interrogatives and b) it is

not reasonable to attempt to derive the question words from

any forms which do exist.

In their account of the derivation of interrogative word

questions in English, Katz and Postal
17

attempt to simplify

considerably the analysis of these questions by formulating

their rules so that the WH- marker is attached only to the

determiner constituent of the noun-phrase, rather than to

various nominal, adverbial and other constituents. They make

use here of a concept advanced by Chomsky. 18

Each major category has associated with it a "desig-
nated element" as a member. This designated element
may actually be realized (e.g., "it" for abstract
Nouns, "some (one, thing)"), or it may be an abstract
"dummy element." It is this designated represen-
tative of the category that must appear in the under-
lying strings for those transformations that do not
preserve, in the transform, a specification of the
actual terminal representative of the category in
question.
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Katz and Postal propose to use the realized designated

elements or "pro-forma" as sources for the question words,

associating who with someone, what with something, etc. These

forms are actually considered to be derived from the attachment

of the indefinite determiner some to pronouns, such as one or

thing. Noting that the non-manner adverbial how as in:

How long is the train?

or:

How fast does it go?

are apparent exceptions to the general claim that WH- is

attached only to the determiner, they propose that these

questions be derived from:

The train is long to some extent

and:

It goes fast to some extent

or some similar sentences. There are various syntactic facts

which lend support to this analysis, e.g., the behavior of the

word else ("Who else?" and "Someone else" but not *"The man

else."). There are other considerations, however, which in-

dicate that an alternative proposal may be desired.

Although it may seem an "elegant generalization" to say

that only the determiner constituent may be questioned in

English, this statement is not sufficient, since there must

be phonological rules to produce the correct interrogative

word according to whether the questioned determiner is attached

to one., :thing, or some other pro-form. Since further in-
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formation is necessary here, in addition to the identity of the
determiner, it may be asked whether this analysis is as re-
vealing as one which says that in reality various constituents
are capable of being questioned.

Here it is necessary to consider the relationship
which exists between an interrogative-word question and the
possible forms its answer may take. For example, if the ques-
tion is "Who did it?," where a noun-phrase constituent has
been questioned, the answer cannot be a time-expression,

which in turn can be the answer to a question where a time-

expression has been interrogated, such as "When did he do it?"
Katz and Postal19 state that:

S is a possible answer of the question F if S belongsto the set of sentences referred to in the readingassigned to the 'Sentence' node of the leftmost
semantically interpreted underlying p-marker of F.

Since the question "Who did it?" derives from the questioning
of a sentence of the form "NP did it," the answer must be a

sentence of the form "NP did it," where NP has some definite
semantic content. (This does not include responses such as
"I don't know " or "Who cares?" which are not considered proper
answers of the type expected by the speaker asking the question.)

Generally, the answer to a WH- question is the same

grammatical form as the presupposition to the question, but
with semantic conteit added to those elements in the pre-

supposition which were questioned. Therefore, the formal defi-
nition of the possible answers to a question specifies only

1
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the grammatical category, which, with additional semantic

content, will, with the rest of the sentence already present

in the presupposition. form the answer. Nowhere is tharA Any

a priori need to provide any actual lexical content to this

category.

An analysis which provides for the questioning of several

types of constituent would make a distinction between those

"designated elements" which are realized and those which are

not. Every constituent which can be questioned will have as

one of its members a "dummy" symbol LI. It is this symbol

which, in structures containing the Q marker, becomes the

interrogative word. The use of this symbol will provide a

method of deriving interrogative word questions which is gen-

erally applicable to all languages having such questions. Thus

we do not need to use some dummy and some actual indefinite

forms in a language like Chinese, nor do we need such unlikely

English sentences as "The train is long to some extent." This

method shows more clearly the relationship between question

and answer, and characterizes the intuition that in fact

several types of constituent can be questioned, which is ob-

scured by the generalization that only determiners can be

questioned.

It is unclear as yet whether, in this analysis, the WH-

marker must be retained in non-echo questions. If the dummy

marker occurs in structures marked by a Q for some purpose
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other than the production of an interrogative word, there must

be some way of deciding which dummy elements are to become

interrogative words and which are not. If there are no such

cases, however, then the WH- marker in non-echo questions is

in effect redundant, and need not be used. It appears that

regardless of what decision may be made here, the WH- marker

will be necessary in at least certain types of echo questions.

These questions are not intelligible apart from a previous

statement, some part of which is either not understood or not

believed, whence the term "echo" question. If the statement-

question sequence is:

I saw a ghost

and:

You saw a what?

the interrogative word what may be viewed as having resulted

from the questioning of an actual morpheme ghost. Since there

may be more than one correspondence of constituents capable of

being questioned, there must be some method of marking which

constituent or constituents are to be questioned.

The question transformation to produce interrogative word

questions would apply to structures of roughly the form of the

following examples:
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What did John read?

:;11
Aux

I I

Direct. Comp.

Q the man Past go

NP VP

Where did the man go?

NP

Pron V

IvNo. Cl. N

Q Ni yOu shii

Ni you jiben sh5?

If it is decided to retain the WH- and SS- markers in

these structures, they will be attached to the dummy symbol

as a consequence of the presence of the Q.

In this analysis, all constituents will have a dummy
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marker as one of their members. Only some constituents will

have "pro" members, namely, those which have an actually

realizable pro-forme The concept of ittelofirlifebnaaa may be

expanded in whet seems a natural way to include both dummy

elements, which are not phonetically realized, and pro-forms,

which are. As noted above, there are some similarities in

the behavior of indefinites and interrogatives. By subsuming

both dummy markers and pro-forms under the concept of indefi-

niteness, this parallelism can be noted for those languages

or segments of a language in which it exists. There is, in

fact, at least one instance in English where this parallelism

no, es not hold. This is in a sentence like:

Who are your friends?

where who is followed by a plural verb and there is no sen-

tence:

*Someone are your friends

or:

*Your friends are someone.

In the above analysis, this question would cone from a struc-

ture of the form:

NP VP

Aux
----N.,

Nr. V NDet N

I I

Pres. beies
I

Your friend pl. A
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III. DISJUNCTIVE QUESTIONS

Disjunctive questions are those in which a choice is

offered, implicitly or explicitly, between two or moredif-

ferent sentences, or between a sentence and its negation. The

general form of these questions is similar for both English and

Chinese. When two different sentences are conjoined, the dif-

ference may be very small, or there may be no lexical similar-

ities at all.

47) Are you reading a book or are you reading a
newspaper?
Ni kAn shri haishi kan bao?
You read book or read newspaper?

48) Are you going to the bank or has your husband
already cashed his check?
Ni zAo dao yinhang,qu haishi ni xiansheng
yijing le qian le?
You want to bank go or your husband already
go take ASP. money F.

Both languages may form a positive-negative disjunction.

In Chinese, this is usually called the "A-not-A" question.

49) Aive you coming or not?
Ni lai bu li?
You come not come?

A-not-A questions may be considered a subtype of disjunctive

questions with laishi since

50) Are you coming or not?
Ni lai haishi bu 1L?
You come or not come?

is possible. They are distinguished by the fact that in
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A-not-A questions only two sentences my be conjoined, whereas

in other disjunctive questions more than two are possible. In

both types. the hashi may or may not appeAr:

51) Ni kan shi kan blIto?
You read book read newspaper?

The semantic notion of the presupposition to a question,

discussed above with relation to interrogative-word questions,

is relevant to the disjunctive questions also. However, this

notion takes on a somewhat different character in the dis-

cussion of each of the various types of questions. When the

question is "Who did it?" it was said that the presupposition

is "Someone did it." In a question like 47) above, however,

the presupposition is something like:

Either you are going to read a book or you are going
to read a newspaper.

(As was noted above, a question like this can be given an

intonation such that it is not interpreted as a disjunctive

question.) In the question "Are you coming (or not)?" the

presupposition is something like:

Either you are coming or you are not coming.

This may be considered a "neutral" presupposition, i.e., the

speaker has no prior feelings that either one or the other of

the disjuncts ii the true case. (In other types of questions,

positive and negative presuppositions will be discussed.)

In both English tnd Chinese, there exist coordinating

conjunctions wh.tch allow the formation of sentences cor-
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responding to the neutral presuppositions of the disjunctive

questions. These are either ... or ... and huOzhe ... huclzhe

1)44111,4,44.4wa ftilawhinina ca II nrnhahlv bent be viewed as

resulting from the questioning of disjunctive statements with

these conjunctions. Thus 47) would result from a structure

of roughly the following form:

NP V

VP

Q either/or You be+ing read a book you be+ing read a newspaper

Positive-negative disjunctive questions would be obtained

in the same way, except that the disjuncts would be a sentence

aid its negation.

In both languages, there are possibilities for deletions
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in questions formed by the conjoining of two or more sen-

tences. In fact, sentences with deletions are probably more

common than "Om° rithft"t: 111/"S C°' o-t 14"aly be best

considered simply a way of eliminating redundancy. Tlais:

Are you going to the movies tonight or not?

provides a way of avoiding the entire disjunction:

Are you going to the movies tonight or are you not
going to the movies tonight?

(There is, of course, more than one possibility for deletion.)

Similarly in Chinese:

52) NI jintiin wgnshang kan dianyIng htLishi bu
qu

r _
kan dianying:

You today evening go see movie or not go see
movie?

can be stated with deletions as:

53) Ni jintian wanshang qu kan dianying hashi bit
You today evening go see movie or not go?

Likewise here the. are other possibilities. (Apparently it is

not possible to repeat jintian wgnshang. This is perhaps due

to the fact that it is used in Chinese as a sort of sentence

adverb. It would probably appear in both sentences in the

underlying structure with obligatory deletion. This is also

the case with the subject ni.)

The English question and the question:

Are you going to the .-vies tonight?

are equivalent in presupposition. The latter sentence can best

be considered a deletion from the former, where the entire

negative disjunct has been deleted. (Some complication may be

gragmem
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introduced into the mechanism for deletion by the fact that it

is possible to delete from the positive disjunct in positive-

negative disjunctions. Thus:

54) Are zou or aren't youvgoing to the movies?
Ni qu bu qu kan diinying?
You go not go see movie?

The Chinese equivalent of "Are you going to the movies?"

is:

55) Ni qii ttln diitnying ma?
You go see movie MA?

The fact that this sentence is a question is indicated by the

presence of the interrogative particle ma. These particle

questions appear to be very different from anything found in

English. There is reason to believe, however, that they are

not really so different*



IV. PARTICLE QUESTIONS

Questions with the interrogative particle ma in Chinese

appear to result simply from the addition of the particle to a

declarative sentence. For example:

becomes:

56) You are well.
go.

You well.

57) Are you well?
Ni hao ma?
You well MA?

This could be done by a rule of the form S NP VP (F),

where F would represent a group of final particles including

ma ( ), le ( 3 ), ne ( Q, ), etc. A rule of this

form will probably be necessary in the grammar, but it should

not be used to produce ma questions.

The most important reason for this is that the addition

of an interrogative element to a non-negative sentence would

yield an incorrect semantic interpretation. Furthermore, there

are syntactic reasons for not including all the finals in one

group F. Some of the particles may occur with others, e.g.:

58) Did he read the book?
Ti kitn shit le ma?
He read book ASP. MA?
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Others cannot coaccur, however.

59) *Ta hgi mei yOu lai ne le.
He still not ASP. come NE LE.

In some sentences one particle may be used but not another.

60) Will,he read the book tomorrow?
Ti mingtian kan shun ma?
He tomorrow read book MA?

61) *Ti mingtian An shu le.

For a large group of ma questions, there exists for

each question a semantically equivalent A-not-A question.

The exceptions are negative ma questions such as:

62) Aren' t you going?
Ni bu qu ma?
You not go MA?

emphatic questions, where the ma has a high pitch, instead of

the unriAl neutral tone, and questions with certain adverbs

L 11.11such as jende ( 913.-J ) or juedui ( ). E.g.:

63) Ni jende qu ma?
You really go MA?

For positive ma questions, however, there is generally

a corresponding A-not-A question. For example, there is no

dirfe.rence between:

and:

64) Are you tired?
Ni lei bu lei?
You tired not tired?

65) Are you tired?
Ni lei ma?
You tired MA?

or between:
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66) Can he speak Chinese?
Ti hui bu hui shuB ZhOngguo huia?
He can not can speak Chinese language?

67) Can he speak Chinese?
Ti hui shuE Zhongguo ha ma?
He can speak Chinese language MA?

Thus it is reasonable to suppose that, in these cases,

where the two question types are interchangeable, there exists

a grammatical equivalence between them, in that a positive ma

question is a deletion from the corresponding A-not-A question

where the entire negative disjunct has been deleted. (This

is not to say that a grammatical relationship must be assumed

to hold between any two semantically equivalent sentences.)

Ideally, it is to be hoped that the simplest solution to

a problem in synchronic linguistic analysis will reflect the

historical development of the grammatical situation. It is

important here to note that there exists historical evidence

in support of the notion that some ma questions and the A-not-A

questions are grammatically related. The A-not-A questions

may optionally be followed by the particle a (fi4i ), which has

only the effect of making the questions sound "less abrupt" to

the native speaker. E.g.:

68) Ni lai bu lai a?
You come not come A?

According to historical linguists, 20
the particle ma is derived

from the negative marker wu ( ), which was later replaced

by bu ), which is in use today. It is plausible to say
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that this process came about when the right verb phrase in

A-not-A questions was contracted up to the negative marker,

laantri*Ig th0 mnr1ror ntirl itha fimni pnritinln ni whinh 4= vpry

common in colloquial speech. A change from [b] to Cm] (both

labials) is common enough.

It is unclear whether it would be desirable to require

the presence of the optional a for the contraction of A-not-A

questions in the synchronic description. One possible reason

for doing this, though, is that this contraction can take

place only with isolated questions or with questions embedded

as direct objects in sentence-final position. Thus we have:

69) Ta lgi bu
He come not come?

or:

and:

or:

and:

but not:

70) Ti lii ma?
He come MA?

71) Do you know if he,is coming?
Ni zhidao bu zhidao t lai bu lai?
You know not know he come not come?

72) Ni znido bu zhido to li ma?
You know not know he come MA?

73) Whether he will come is still a question
Ta bu hai shi yige wenti
He come not come still is a-classifier question

74) *Ti lai ma h(iti shi yige wenti.
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The particle a can occur only in final position. Thus saying

that the contracted verb phrase includes a offers a reason

for saying that the contraction can take place only in isola-

tion or in final position.

In this way we may explain the origin of positive ma

questions by saying that they correspond to and are gramma-

tically related to A-not-A questions. For every A-not-A

question there is a corresponding ma question, but there are

ma questions without corresponding A-not-A questions. Of

primary concern are the negative ma questions, e.g.:

75) Aren't Tou going?
NI bu qu ma?
You not go MA?

The presumption for these sentences is simply the statement

left when the ma is removed, e.g.:

76) You are not going.
Ni bu qu.
You not go.

This will be called a negative presupposition. For positive

ma questions, on the other hand, the presupposition is neutral,

corresponding to the neutral presupposition of the A-not-A

question. It is important to note that the semantic informa-

tion necessary to the interpretation of negative ma questions

is contained in the negative statement. Therefore, it should

be possible to say that a negative ma question results simply

from the questioning of a negative statement, as for example:
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The Q marker could then be realized in a negative ques-

tion as ma (or as a tag; see below). Since it is true, as

stated above, that there are no A-not-A correspondents to

negative ma questions, it remains to ask how ma came to be

used in negative questions, and why some way should not be

found of showing a somewhat closer grammatical relationship

between the ma particles in positive and negative questions.

Although positive ma questions may have originally re-

sulted from a contraction of the negative verb phrase, the

resulting question appears to be a positive statement plus an

interrogative particle. Later on the speakers of the language

may have formed negative ma questions by the process of ana-

logy. (A consequence of this hypothesis is that negative

ma questions were chronologically subsequent to positive ones.21

Whether this was actually the case has not yet been discovered.)

The derivation of positive ma questions from A-not-A

questions in the synchronic description of Mandarin, in addition

to reflecting the historical situation and showing the semantic
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equivalence of the two types, shows the neutral presuppositions

of ,these questions, which are actually present in the full non-

contracted form. Since the presupposition of a negative ques-

tion is present in the negative statement, it is not necessary

to suppose that negative ma questions must be derived by some

sort of contraction. Furthermore, the historical evidence

indicates that the two should be handled differently.
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V. TAG QUESTIONS

Both English and Chinese have tag questions, and the

semantic function of the tag is the same in both languages. It

indicates that the speaker expects the hearer to agree with the

statement preceding the tag. Therefore it will be said that tag

questions have positive or negative presuppositions according

as the statement which is tagged is positive or negative. Since

the presupposition of a tag question is contained in the tagged

statement, the question may be said to result from the ques-

tioning of that statement.

There are grammatical differences in the processes for

the actual realization of the tag in English and Chinese. In

English, the tag takes the appearance of a short question whose

subject and verb are the subject and the auxiliary of the verb

in the tagged sentence. For example:

You could come tomorrow, couldn't you?

or:

He hasn't spent all his money, has he?

(Note that if the statement is positive the tag is negative,

and vice versa.)

For a negative non-disjunctive statement in English, there

are two question correspondents, a negative question and a tag
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intonation. The same question can be given a different in-

tonation which indicates a positive assumption rather than a

negative one. There is a very wide range of subtle changes

in intonation in all sorts of questions. These involve the

general problem of stress or emphasis, which is not considered

here. For a positive non-disjunctive statement there is a

tag question. Thus, for the statement:

He went to Yale

there is the tag question:

He went to Yale, didn't he?

For the statement:

He didn't go to Yale

there is the negative question:

Didn't he go to Yale?

and the tag question:

He didn't go to Yale, did he?

As was mentioned above, the semantics of English and

Chinese tags are the same. The Chinese tags differ in that they

are of set forms that have no grammatical agreement with any-

thing in the tagged sentence. Not all the tags can be used with

any sentence, but whether it is possible to formulate gramma-

tical restrictions is not yet clear. The tags include sill! bu

--A Alt
shi ( ), "is not is," did bu lr ),

"correct not correct," hAo bu hitio ( ), if good not
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good," and xing bu xing ( iT J- ), "possible not

possible."

77) You pledumplings very much: isn't that so?
Ni hen xihuin chi jiAozi, shi bu shi?
You very-much like eat dumplings, is not is?

78) She still hasn't changed clothes, isn't that
right?
Ti hei mei hula yifu, dui bu
She still not change clothes, correct not
correct?

79) You drive the,car, can you?
NI kai che, xing bu xing?
You drive car, possible not possible?

80) As soon as he comes,
right?
Ta yi tai, women

we'll go shopping, all

q1.1 mai dOngxi, hao bu Ao?

81) *NI hen xIhuin chi jigozi, hgo bu hgo?

In some treatments, shi bu shi is called an "interrogative

construction" which may be placed at various positions in the

same basic sentence. An example given in the Modern Chinese

Reader
22

is:

82) Is,it you,that all live,at,the school?
Shi bu shi nimen dou zhu zai xuexiao li?
Is not is you all live at school in?

83) You all_live,at,the school,,don't you?
Nimen dou zhu zai xuexiao 1i, shi bu shi?
You all live at school in, is not is?

84) Don't you all llveat the school?
Nimen shi bu shi dou zhu zai xuexiao li?
You is not is all live at school in?

It is obvious from these examples that shi bu shi is not an

interrogative form which can be placed at any of several posi-

tions. The first and third, questions are A-not-A questions of
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a sort, where shi emphasizes what follows it, i.e., for example,

"Is it you who live at the school?" as opposed to someone else.

Only in the second sentence in nivZ hi' =114 cs...+11^11.. .. 4.
47"...gaT.

.... #..... 4v v t&QA.J.,y Q UQ/5

The formation of a tag question in Chinese appears to

involve simply the realization of the Q marker as one or the

other of the tags. However, the tags themselves have the form

of a sort of small Anot-A question, bil being the Chinese

negative marker. That is to say, in the questions themselves,

the tags appear to be single lexical units. On the other hand,

it must be noted that the answer to a tag question is usually

what may be called a "tag answer,"23 i.e., (biz) shl (de),

(b;) hgo (de), (bZi) dal., or (biz) xing. This indicates that the

tags may have some structure of their own. It is still dif-

ficult to say what this might be.

There are in English at least two tag question types

which offer some complication. These are the disjunctive

tag, e.g.:

Who went, Tom or Dick?

and positive statements with a positive tag, e.g.:

You went, did you?

(This type is not possible with a negative statement. *"You

didn't go, didn't you?") The circumstances under which the

positive tag-positive statement question is used are difficult

to state, even in general terms. In the disjunctive tag ques-

tion, the disjuncts are read with list intonation, indicating
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that it is assumed that one or the other of them is true.

So the presupposition of the above question is something like:

Someone went and it was either Tom or Dick.

Notice that there is also the question:

Who went, was it Tom or Dick?

which is semantically equivalent to:

Was it Tom or Dick who went?

This last question might be viewed as the questioning of the

"cleft" sentence:

It was (either) Tom or Dick who went.

Therefore there may be a relationship between the question:

Was it Tom or Dick who went?

and:

Who went, (was it) Tom or Dick?

which may be viewed as a colloquial stylistic variation.
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VI. QUESTION FORM AND ANSWER FORM

The answer forms which may be used as responses to the

various question forms present some problems. The answer to a

disjunctive question with different sentences is in both

languages usually the repetition of one or the other of the

disjuncts, e.g.:

85) Are you listening to Bach, to Beethoven?
Ni zai ting Baha haishi Beiduofen?
You ASP. listen Bach or Beethoven?

may be answered To Bach or Beiduofen. The most common answer

to a positive-negative disjunctive question in English is Yes

or No with, optionally, an elliptical sentence. E.g.:

Yes, I am

or

No, I am not.

To an A-not-A question in Chinese, the commonest answer is a

repetition of the verb phrase. Sometimes the positive tag

answer is used with the positive disjunct, as:

36) Shide, wo qu.
Yes, I go.

but the negative tag does not seem to be used with the neg-

ative disjunct.

PlaiA tag answers such as Yes or No may not be made to
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positive-negative disjunctive questions where some part of

the negative disjunct remains. To the equivalent questions

where the negative disjunct has been entirely deleted, however,

the plain tag responses may be made. For example:

87) Ace you doming with me?
Ni gin wo lai ma?
You with me come MA?

can be answered yes, or no, or shide or blishide. It should be

mentioned that the Chinese answers to negative questions are

reversed from the pattern in English. For example, the English

question:

Aren't you coming with me?

may be answered:

Yes, I am

or:

No, I'm not.

To the equivalent Chinese question:

88 ) Ni lA gin wo lai ma?
You not with me come MA?

the answer would be:

Or:

89) Yes, I am not coming with you
Shide, 14/6 biz gin ni lai
Yes, I not with you come

90) No,I am coming with you.
Bashide, wo gen ni lai.

It might be expected that if two questions are seman-

tically and grammatically equivalent the answers that might be
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made to them would also be the same. This does not appear to

be the case, however. It might seem that, since we can say

yes .or no to "Are you coming?" and shlde or bilshide to "Ni gin

these questions may actually have not neutral but

positive presuppositions, that we are saying zes or no to the

speaker's assumptions. Appearrices here, however, contradict

the native speakmr's feelings about these questions, which is

that they are both neutral. These relationships could perhaps

be made more clear by means of the accompanying chart.

There are some comments which should be made about the

diagram. The "VP" in the Chinese half of the chart is actually

a sentence when used with the tag, that is, e.g., 5111, but

Shide, wo (4. In the English part, "Ellipsis" is in paren-

theses, whereas in the Chinese part "Tag" is in parentheses.

This implies that in English, plain tags are the most common

answers, and that in Chinese the repetition of the verb phrase

is the most common. This appears to be the case; however,

no definite statement is intended. In English, the use of an

elliptical phrase alone as an answer, e.g., "I am" seems

unnatural. It should be accompanied by the tag answer. In

Chinese, the use of the verb phrase alone is quite common.

In questions with non-neutral presuppositions, English

and Chinese differ in that English uses a positive tag when a

positive statement is the answer, and a negative tag when a

negative statement is the answer, regardless of whether these
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statements contradict the assumption inherent in the question.

Chinese uses tags to disagree or agree with the presumption.
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ENGLISH

Positive
You are going.

You're going, aren't you?

Neutral
Either you a re going
or you aren't, going.

Disjunctive
Are you going
or aren't you
going?

Deletion
Are you going?

Tai; +Ellipsis Tag ( + Ellipsis)

Negative
You aren't going.

LSE'
You aren't going,

are you?

Negative,
Aren't you going?

22.E.L.I2a2.122122 Tag ( +Ellipsis)
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CHINESE

Positive

lifT1=1

a4
Ni qu, shi bu shi?

(Tag +) VP

Neutral
NI hOzhe qu
hUOzhe bu qu.

A-notots. Deletion
Nmii bu era? Ni qa ma?

Sae 4.) VP

Native
Ni ba qa.

2U1 Negative
NI 1--)a--qtz, Ni bit qa ma?

shi bu shi?

(Tag +) VP Sae VP
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VII. CONCLUSION

This study has analysed the standard syntactic methods

of forming questions in English and Mandarin Chinese. Using

some of the results of recent investigations into the theory

of grammar as working assumptions, analyses of interrogative

structures were suggested which will conform to the restrictions

which must be obeyed if we attempt to integrate a semantic

description into the total description of a language.

Chinese and English both were found to have four dif-

ferent types of questions, namely, interrogative-word questions,

disjunctive questions, tag questions and negative questions.

"Yes-no" questions, e.g "Are you going?" and some ma questions

in Chinese are equivalent semantically and grammatically to

positive-negative disjunctive questions. The semantic notion

of the presupposition to a question was discussed in relation

to each question type. The differ in the presuppositions

for the various question types are illustrated below.

QUESTION WORD

Question
Presupposition

Who did it? ANP did it.

What did you see? You saw A NP.

91) Ni kanjiin le shenme? 92) Ni Itnjian le A NY.
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DISJUNCTIVE

Ara you going or
aren't you?

93) Ni qu bu clU?

Are you reading a
book or a lewspaper?

95) Ni kan shu haishi
kan bao?

TAG

Question,

You're going,
aren't you?

.

97) Ni qu, shi bu shi?

You're not going,
are you?

99) Ni bu qu, shi bu shi?

NEGATIVE

Question

Aren't you going?

101) Ni bu qu ma?

Presupposition

1J4.1,14/.L j J U CI.16

going or you
aren't going.

94) Ni huOzhe qu
huOzhe bu qu.

Either you are read-
ing a book or you are
reading a newspaper.

96) Ni huOzhe kin shu
halzhe kan bao.

Presupposition

You're going.

98) NI qu.

You're not going.

100) NI bu qu.

Presupposition

You aren't going.

. .

102) Ni bu qu.

The use of the dummy symbol ZS was suggested as a source

for the interrogative words in both languages. It was suggested

that the other question types result from the application of the

question transformation to their underlying structures. Illus-

trations of what these structures might look like were given,

but the details of the rules have yet to be worked out.
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The use of intonation to form questions and the role of

emphasis in questions has not been treated here. One point which
....11.3 ,_ ............, be menu.oned is that emphasis in some types of questions

may be used to indicate that the speaker has for some time assumed

one thing about the situation, but that something has happened

to cause him to change his mind. For example, if one asks

the question "Aren't you going?" with emphasis on the word

aren't, the implication is that one had assumed for some time

previously that the person being asked the question was going,

but that something in the more immediate situation indicates that

this person is not actually going. Therefore it is a question

whether the presupposition to the question is "You are going"

or "You are not going." The immediate presupposition, the

assumption actually motivating the question is "You are not

going." The function of emphasis in this question might, how

ever, be brought out more clearly if the presupposition is

assn- -)d to be positive. questions such as these are obviously

of considerable importance, and must be considered in any

further work on the grammar of interroation.
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FOOTNOTES

,,, '7, TT,.

'This model of grammar is due chiefly to Chomsky (1957).

2The Chinese examples are transcribed according to the

pinyin system of Romanization. The sentences are numbered to

correspond to the character versions in the Appendix.

5

Chao (1961), p. 59.

Katz and Postal (1964), Chomsky (1964).

(1963), p. 39. The rule is given here in a somewhat

modified form.

6
Katz and Postal (1964),

?Katz and Postal (1964),

8
Fillmore (1964a) offers

of such processes.

9(1961), pp. 58-59.

10
(1964).

11 (1964).

Chomsky (1964).

Chomsky (1964).

a discussion of the importance

12Katz and Postal (1964), p. 93.

13Fillmore (1964a) notes that similarities between lan-

guages can best be discovered by analysing their deep struc-

tures.

14Fillmore (1964b) notes the difficulties which may occur

in translation when a transformation may be applied to a deep

structure in one language but not to the equivalent deep struc-

ture in another language.

15DE is a subordinating particle.

16
(1964).

17(1964), pp. 79 ff.



18(1964),
p. 71.

19(:-'64), p. 117.

2
V

Lii (1957) . pi 291; Wang

21
This was pointed out by

22(1958),
pp. 321-322.

23

(1958)i P= 452.

Professor William S-Y. Wang.

11.e term "tag answer" is used here to designate "yes,"
"no," "shide," etc. There is no specific connection with tag
questions.
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